Team Dance Competition Form
For Lodge Representatives Only

Style of Dance: ____________________________________________________________

A. American Indian Attire:

Teams will be judged on the authenticity and completeness of the attire. If a particular dance does not call for special attire, teams will be judged on the quality and appropriateness of each team dancer’s attire.

(List in order, highest first): ____________________________ ____________________________ ____________________________

(1st) (2nd) (3rd)

B. Mechanics of Dance:

Teams will be judged on quality as well as ability to perform the dance. Also considered is the use of the dance area.

(List in order, highest first): ____________________________ ____________________________ ____________________________

(1st) (2nd) (3rd)

C. Performance of the Dance:

Teams will be judged on their ability to perform their dance so as to exhibit a true oneness and feeling for the dance. Teamwork and perceptive interpretation of the dance by the team as a whole will be considered.

(List in order, highest first): ____________________________ ____________________________ ____________________________

(1st) (2nd) (3rd)

D. General Effect and Impression

The overall general effect and impression of the dancers with the music including on-beat, correct honor-beats, etc…

(List in order, highest first): ____________________________ ____________________________ ____________________________

(1st) (2nd) (3rd)